
Changes

W0819: The delete account icon can be authorized via the role settings
This change applies to Multi-User and Unlimited subscriptions only.
Within the management menu, on the tab Accounts, sub tab List, the delete account icon can be
switched off for users with access to the sub tab List. This way a user can be assigned
authorizations to add an account, but not delete accounts. To apply this setting select the
respective role from the base table list. Go to the tab Management, sub tab Accounts and untick
the respective checkbox.

ZOO-818: Retrieve lists on tablets.
When using a tablet, in some cases it was quite difficult to select a value from a drop-down
menu. Especially for lists with many options, it was almost impossible to get to the last options in
the list. With this change, you can enter a value in the drop-down menu on which the list is
filtered. Reducing the number of options simplifies selecting an option from the drop-down menu.

W0741-1: Replace contact
When importing data checks are executed on contacts being present. If accidentally a number is
different, a contact has moved and is assigned a new number and/or not all contact data is
equally presented contacts can be present more than one time within the list of contacts. When
clicking on the delete icon behind a contact, you can now select if that contact is 'just' to be
deleted, or if the contact is to be replaced. If you select the option Replace, by clicking on the
three dots button, the contact list will be shown. Clicking on a contact from that list will select that
contact. The to be deleted contact will be replaced with the selected contact on all positions
where the to be deleted contact is connected to other records.
A few exceptions apply like for example if the to be deleted contact is connected to an account,
breeding application and/or waiting list record.

Please note that only references are replaced. Values are not. This implies that when the ‘to be
deleted’ contact is connected to extra field data that data is first to be transferred to the 'selected'
contact. As both contacts can be assigned values for the same field(s) this is not done
automatically.

W0803: Unlocking administration after restore.
This change applies to Single user administrations only.
When restoring a back-up, upon uploading the back-up file the administration is locked. Locking
the administration prevents issues in terms of data integrity and avoids calculations being
executed as per restoring the data. Once the restore is done the manager unlocks the
administration per which calculations will get executed again.

W0747: Enabling the user to apply custom settings to define the Mean Kinship population
This change applies only to customers for which the module Mean Kinship is enabled.
By default the Mean Kinship population consists of alive animals which are not castrated. For
many animals the date of death is not known and assigning animals a (fictitious) date of death
based on age disables age research. Besides that also spayed animals are no longer fertile but
this is no option in the retrieve list gender. Finally animals for which straws for artificial
insemination are present may have died long before already. This change enables the manager
of an administration to restrict the Mean Kinship population even further, or extend it based on
set variables.

In a detailed explanation the customers using this module are updated separately.



ZOO-790: New back-bone software
In our continuous effort to improve the software in this release we have applied a major change to
the back-bone of the application. None of these changes are visible, or at least should not be
visible. The changes applied will result in improvements on many parts of the application. As we
have extensively tested all parts of the application to verify if the changes applied met up to our
standards we also know that the way you as our customers use the application will always be
different from our 'lab-tests'.

Hence, if you do notice issues and/or functionality which worked differently (read better) before,
please do not hesitate to get in touch and report these issues. When doing so please do mention
which steps were executed, what you expected, what did and what did not happen.
The more information provided the faster an issue can be solved.

Bugs
For all of the following bugs applies that the reporting customers are individually informed.

ZOO-865: DKC_new_File1: not present Father animals are not assigned AuthorizationCategory
value

ZOO-830: Alert not shown in Edge & Chrome.
ZOO-817: List of males and females in the Breeding Advisory Matrix not in the same sequence

when only the selected animals of the other gender changes.
ZOO-816: Manually Entered Breed Percentage Values sum not 100, though 100.
ZOO-805: Print preview {Animals} does not incorporate parents


